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CRM
Customer Relationship Management

UPSHOTS
- Accessible Anywhere Anytime
- Browser Based Solution
- Dynamically Driven Administration Utility
- Automated Workflows and Escalations
- Dashboard Data Presentation Layer
- Role Driven Dashboard Views
- Drill Down Data Analysis
- Hierarchical Company Structure
- Centralised User Experience
- Designed for Scalability
- Leading Edge Technology

TECHNOLOGIES
- umbraco
- Microsoft Dynamics
- Kendo UI
- Angular
- SQL Server
- .NET
- jQuery
- WCF
- SharePoint
- Bootstrap
UPSHOTS

- Familiar Microsoft Look and Feel
- Easy User Adoption
- Minimal User Training
- Browser Based Solution
- Microsoft Outlook Interface
- Document Management Integration
- Platform Customisations
- Integration Ready Endpoints
- Automated Workflows and Escalations

TECHNOLOGIES
INTEGRATION

UPSHOTS

- Saves you Time and Money
- Enhances your Data Accuracy
- Enforces Business Processes
- Streamlines Business Processes
- Seamless Low Level Integration
- Integrated Business Intelligence
- Biometric Integration

TECHNOLOGIES
MOBILE Solutions

TECHNOLOGIES

- SignalR
- Kendo UI
- Angular
- .NET
- jQuery

UPSHOTS

- Responsiveness
- Android and iOS Mobile Application Solutions
- Device Agnostic Solutions
- Smart Phone and Tablet Applications
- Mobile Browser Based Solutions
- Cross Browser Compatibility
- Advanced LAWTrust Digital Signatures
- Biometric Enabled Solutions
CONNECTED services

Welcome to Artius
The Complete Estate Manager

Personal Information
- First Name:
- Last Name:

INTERESTED?
See if your Estate has a

Recent Activity
- Plumbing Maintenance
- Parameter Maintenance

FREE SIGN UP TODAY!

UPSHOTS
- Event Driven Customisable Flow Designs
- Unified Email, SMS Communications
- Push Technology
- Workflow Driven Processes
- Outcomes Based Event Handling

TECHNOLOGIES
- umbraco
- KendoUI
- Angular
- jQuery
- Node-RED
- Bootstrap
BUSINESS Intelligence

UPSHOTS

- Aesthetically pleasing User Interface
- Trend Analysis
- Drill Down Data Analysis
- Sales Pipeline and Forecasting Analysis
- Marketing Campaign Analysis
- Identification of Key Problem Areas
- Informative Business Decisions

TECHNOLOGIES

ENTITY FRAMEWORK

Kendo UI

SQL Server

NET

QUARTZ

node
ENTERPRISE Solutions

Internal and External Solutions
- Seamless Application Communication
- Manage Performance, Growth, Health and Wellness
- Enterprise Enhancing Performance Solutions
- Automated Leave Application and Notification

UPSHOTS

TECHNOLOGIES

- umbraco
- Microsoft Dynamics
- Angular
- jQuery
- Quartz
- SharePoint
- Bootstrap